Yeshiva University thanks all donors who have contributed so far. Listed here are those who have given and/or committed $500,000 or more to Rise Up: The Campaign for Yeshiva University.

$10,000,000M+

The Azrieli Foundation
Drs. Miriam and Felix Glaubach
Drs. Monique and Mordecai* Katz
Zahava and Moshael Straus
Anonymous (x2)

$5,000,000–$9,999,999M

Emil A. and Jenny* Fish
Debbie and Elliot Gibber and Family
Estate of Aileen S. Kraditor
The Ira Mitzner and Riva Collins Families
Deborah and Daniel Schwartz
Anonymous

*Of blessed memory
### $1,000,000–$4,999,999M

- Ann and Rabbi Hyman* Arbesfeld
- Marilyn* and Jack A. Belz
- The Bravmann Family
- Malca and Louis Drazin
- Rose and Philip Friedman
- Brenda and Samuel Gewurz
- Judith and William Greenblatt
- Estate of Ethel and Ronald Gruen
- Ben and Beth Heller
- Janet and Lior Hod and Family
- Irving I. Stone Support Foundation
- Jewish Foundation for Education of Women
- Debbie and Howard Jonas and Family
- Estate of Martin Kietoff
- Alexandra Margolis and Bernard Buda
- The Micah Foundation, Ann and Jeremy Pava Trustees
- Estate of Bernard Milch
- Drs. Jack* and Gitta Nagel
- Marnie and David Nagel
- Estate of Frank Pecenik
- Arnold S. and Madaleine Penner Family Foundation
- Estate of Suzanne Reines
- Estate of Zelman Gordon Rips
- Marilyn Smilowitz
- Estate of Joseph Teltsch
- Diana Gordon and Alexander Tsigutkin
- Anita G. Zucker
- Anonymous (x3)

*Of blessed memory

### $500,000–$999,999M

- Hadassah and Marvin Bienenfeld
- Estate of Lea Blau
- Blavatnik Family Foundation
- Drs. Jane and David Bloomgarden
- Estate of Simon Bond
- Estate of Rhoda Cutler
- Estate of Martin Eis
- Eisenberg Family Foundation
- Todd M. Eisenbud
- The Zoltan Erenyi Charitable Fund
- Estate of Gertrude and Louis Feil
- Jeffrey J. Feil and Feil Family Foundation
- Estate of Morris Herzig
- Irving Montak Foundation
- Denise and George Karasick
- Linda and Mark Karasick
- Dr. Joseph Lebovic* and Dr. Willy Lebovic
- Estate of Larry Magin
- Vivien G. Naim
- Ingeborg and Ira Leon Rennert
- Malki and J. Philip Rosen
- Heidi and Jack Varon
- Estate of Thelma G. Warshaw
- Anonymous (x4)